We present a numerical study of spectroscopic observables in the SU (2) gauge theory with two adjoint fermions using improved source and sink operators. We compare in detail our improved results with previous determinations of masses that used point sources and sinks and we investigate possible systematic effects in both cases. Such comparison enables us to clearly assess the impact of a short temporal extent on the physical picture, and to investigate some effects due to the finite spatial box. While confirming the IR-conformal behaviour of the theory, our investigation shows that in order to make firm quantitative predictions, a better handle on finite size effects is needed.
Introduction
A new strongly interacting theory [1, 2] with an approximate [3, 4, 5] or exact [6] infra-red (IR) fixed point is an appealing possibility for explaining electroweak symmetry breaking. This framework, known as Technicolor, has been reviewed recently in e.g. [7, 8, 9] . Technicolor theories are inherently non-perturbative and therefore require adequate tools to study their strong dynamics. Theories with conformal or near-conformal dynamics can be exposed in the context of the gauge-string duality [10, 11] . However, in addition to the wanted fermion and gauge boson degrees of freedom, field theory duals of string theories in general contain extra scalar fields. A possible ab initio approach relies on numerical simulations of candidate Technicolor theories discretised on a spacetime lattice (see e.g. [12, 13] for recent reviews).
One could generate an infra-red fixed point in a gauge theory by adding a low number of fermion flavours in higher gauge representations to a gauge theory with a low number of colours. The minimal vector-like gauge theory with this property, termed minimal walking technicolor (MWT), has gauge group SU (2) and two flavours of Dirac fermions in the adjoint representation [14] . Some recent lattice studies of MWT [15, 16, 17] have attempted to identify a near-conformal behaviour directly from the behaviour of the coupling and anomalous dimensions of the theory under RG flow. Others, including this work, perform measurements of physical observables in the theory and attempt to identify signals of near-conformal dynamics from their behaviour [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . All the evidence accumulated so far for this theory favours a conformal or near-conformal scenario and seems to exclude standard confinement and chiral symmetry breaking behaviour. However, more systematic studies need to be performed before the IR properties of the theory can be determined with confidence.
MWT with a non-zero fermion mass and defined in a finite volume, as simulated for practical reasons on the lattice, cannot be conformal. If the chiral continuum theory possesses an infra-red fixed point, the lattice results will be described by a mass-deformed conformal gauge theory [26, 22, 27, 25, 24, 28, 29] . In approaching a conformal limit, the theory respects the hyperscaling property, whereby all spectral masses M in the theory scale identically. They must vanish in the limit of vanishing fermion mass m. If the IR fixed point is approximate, the theory displays conformal behaviour for an intermediate range of masses m and crosses over to the confining and chiral symmetry breaking behaviour in the chiral limit.
The standard way to extract masses from lattice simulations is to look at the exponential decay of correlators of operators with the quantum numbers of interest. For infinite separation between the source and sink operator, the exponential decay is governed by the ground state mass in the channel being explored. At finite time extent, this leading behaviour receives corrections that are exponentially suppressed in the mass difference between the ground state and the excitations. Underestimating the importance of these corrections leads to systematic errors in the determination of the ground state mass. In addition to the effects of the finite maximal separation between the source and the sink (often referred to as finite temperature effects), the finite spatial extension of the lattice can also give sizeable corrections to the spectral masses.
The simplest source and sink observables to study for mesons are fermion bilinears in which the two fermion fields are at the same lattice point (point sources). These sources have been widely used in previous investigations of the spectrum of MWT. However, the experience accumulated over 30 years of numerical studies in lattice QCD favours the use of extended sources, which are gauge-invariant combinations of two fermion fields at different points, engineered for reducing the contamination from the excited states. In lattice QCD masses extracted from correlators of extended sources prove to be affected by smaller systematic errors. In this paper, we investigate whether this proves to be the case also for MWT. Specifically, we perform a study of mesonic observables extracted from extended sources using the configurations presented in [19, 22, 25] . We explore a large set of schemes for building extended operators and we systematically analyse their efficiency for the computation of meson masses and decay constants, comparing the results with results obtained using point sources. With this study, we expect to determine the size of systematic uncertainties in current studies, which have as yet been largely unexplored, and to assess their impact on the physical picture emerging from the previous spectroscopical studies. Some of the results presented here have already appeared in Ref. [30] .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the background to this study and briefly illustrate the effects of the use of different smearings on effective observables. Technical details on the smearing procedures and the resulting observables can be found in Appendices A and B respectively. In Sec. 3 we quantify the consequences of the smearing both for autocorrelation times and quality of plateaux. A full set of results obtained using wall smearing are presented in Sec. 4, while in Sec. 5 we comment on the significant finite-volume effects highlighted by the smeared results. Appendices C and D list the numerical values of the quantities studied in this work. Finally, our conclusions are reported in Sect. 6.
Systematic Spectroscopy
This study builds on the work described in [19, 25] where spectroscopic observables of MWT were measured through lattice simulations. The computation was performed using the HiRep code, designed to simulate theories of generic number of colours, and with fermions in a generic representation of the gauge group. The simulations used the Wilson gauge action, and the Wilson fermion formulation along with the RHMC algorithm. A number of lattice volumes have been analysed, from 16 × 8 3 to 64 × 24 3 with a range of bare quark masses. The majority of the ensembles have been generated at β = 2.25, although we do here present the results of some additional runs on the largest lattice at β = 2.1.
For this study we have performed some alternative analyses to those in [25] . The Chroma suite of lattice software [31] has been extended to operate with several fermionic representations other than the fundamental, including the adjoint. This will allow us to utilise the in-built smearing routines of Chroma for our spectroscopic study.
In order to test the modified Chroma, we measured the local correlators as defined in (A.3), with Γ = Γ both with HiRep (f Γ (t)). We used an ensemble of configurations on a 8 × 4
3 lattice with β = 2.25 and fermion bare mass am 0 = −1. Fig. 1 illustrates the discrepancy between the two determinations, defined as:
(2.1) We proceeded to utilise the in-built smearing routines found in Chroma to perform measurements on the gauge configurations generated with HiRep using a number of different quark smearings. We have investigated the use of both wall-smearing and a gauge invariant gaussian smearing, as defined in App. A.2. Definitions of all observables discusses can be found in App. B.
Gaussian smearing involves two parameters, which can be chosen to optimize the technique. They are the width of the smearing function and the number of applications of the smearing operator, which must be large enough to reasonably approximate the gaussian form. These two parameters have been adjusted in order to maximize the overlap of the smeared operator with the ground state. On the other hand, the wall-smearing is a parameter-free procedure.
We systematically compared local, gaussian (with optimised parameters) and wallsmeared sources on our ensembles. At our lightest masses, the wall-smeared sources have the largest overlap with the ground state, which is reflected in the flattest effective masses. In Figs. 2, 3, 4 we show respectively the PCAC and PS effective masses and the PS effective decay constant computed with the three methods.
Since we are mainly interested in the light masses, we will focus on the wall-smeared results in the rest of this work. 
Effectiveness of the wall-smeared sources
Using smeared sources allows us to choose an operator with a larger projection onto the ground state of a given channel. The wave-function of the ground state is spread over many lattice sites, and we can improve the overlap of the operator with the ground state by giving a spatial size to the source. The smeared correlator will be less contaminated by the excited states, and therefore it will be characterized by a single cosh signal for a larger temporal separation than the one constructed with point operators. This is reflected in a longer plateau in the effective mass. On the contrary one drawback of using smeared sources is that it makes the analysis more sensitive to the algorithm's autocorrelation time. In this section we propose a quantitative study of these two aspects: the behaviour of the size of the plateaux for different kinds of sources, and the autocorrelation time connected with the use of these sources.
Autocorrelations
Correlators generated using sources with an extended spatial profile are expected to be associated with longer autocorrelation times, due to the fact that the low energy modes of the fields need more Monte-Carlo time to propagate. This effect is observed throughout our study, indeed the autocorrelation time associated with the results from smeared correlators is generically at least of the order of twice that of those involved with the local correlators. This is supported both by the direct measurement of the integrated autocorrelation time [32] associated with the observables, and by the analysis of the behaviour of the standard deviation of the observables. Both the aforementioned studies have been performed by grouping the N data into N/b blocks of a given length b. A reduced dataset of length N/b is created by averaging the required statistic over each block. A bootstrap analysis is then performed on the reduced dataset. By increasing the block size b, we are creating effective estimates less and less autocorrelated, hence when the block size is bigger than the autocorrelation we expect to see a plateau appearing in the standard deviation, signaling that the reduced dataset is decorrelated. We observe that the plateau starts at a block size corresponding to an integrated autocorrelation time of order 1.
Our analysis of the autocorrelation is illustrated in Fig. 5 , for the PS effective mass obtained with both local (L), and wall-smeared (W) sources, evaluated at two temporal points. From the left panel of Fig. 5 we see that the measured autocorrelation time for the smeared results are generically larger than those for the local results. From the right panel of Fig. 5 we see that the standard deviation of our observable increases for both sets of correlators as we increase the block size from zero, up to a point where it appears to reach a plateau for a significant range of b for both cases. The value of b where this plateau sets in is interpreted as the length in simulation time over which the data are uncorrelated. From the right panel of Fig. 5 we would conclude that the autocorrelation time of our local result was ∼ 30 while that of the smeared result was ∼ 80. Indeed returning to the left panel of Fig. 5 we see that at this value of b, the corresponding value of the integrated autocorrelation time is close to 1, which supports our conclusion.
This picture is replicated across our ensembles, and we have accounted for this in our results by conducting our bootstrap analysis over appropriately reduced datasets.
Plateaux of the effective masses
If the smearing procedure is effectively suppressing the contribution of the excited states to the correlators, one has to observe the effective masses flattening around the midpoint t = L t /2, and the plateaux becoming longer when visible. We can quantitatively estimate the flatness of the effective mass using the absolute value of the incremental ratio of the effective mass between t = L t /2 and t = L t /2 − ∆t:
A value for ∆m P S /∆t compatible with zero implies that the plateau in the effective mass is long at least ∆t points. For very small values of ∆t the incremental ratio is dominated by the statistical error. On the other hand the effective masses obtained with smeared sources are sometimes non monotonic. In this case the incremental ratio defined with a too large value for ∆t is not a good estimate for the flatness of the plateau. An intermediate range of values for ∆t exists, in which our analysis makes sense. We explicitly checked that our conclusions do not change choosing ∆t in such a range, and we chose ∆t = 4 for definiteness.
In general the smaller ∆m P S /∆t is, the flatter the plateau. Notice that it is important to take the absolute value in the definition above: while the effective mass defined from local correlators is always decreasing, it is not so for smeared correlators.
In Fig. 6 , the quantity ∆m P S /∆t is plotted for all our pseudoscalar effective masses on the 16 × 8 3 , 24 × 12 3 and 32 × 16 3 lattices, both for local and wall-smeared correlators. One expects that at small masses the wave function of the pseudoscalar meson is more spread, hence the wall-smeared source should have a larger overlap with the ground state. On the contrary at large masses the wave function is more localised therefore the local sources should work better. Our analysis presented in Fig. 6 substantiates this expectation. On the 16 × 8 3 lattice the wall-smeared sources give better or comparable plateaux than the local sources for masses am 0 ≤ −0.9. On the 24 × 12 3 and 32 × 16 3 lattices the wall-smeared sources are to be (sometimes marginally) preferred to the local ones for all the simulated masses.
In the presentation of the results obtained from wall-smeared sources we will always cut the masses in the 16 × 8 3 lattice for which the local sources are actually preferable to the wall-smeared ones, unless otherwise stated.
Finally, we point out that the same analyses using the effective V meson mass and the effective PS decay constant produce very similar results. 
Results
In the present section, we will present our results for the mesonic observables from the wall-smeared sources. Complete results of all observables analysed are also presented in Sec. C. Although only the results at β = 2.25 will be discussed in detail, measurements at β = 2.1 can also be found in the tables. For the full local results, the reader is referred to [25] .
We will consider only those fermionic masses for which the wall-smeared sources give an improvement on the plateaux of the effective masses with respect to the local sources, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. For all these masses, the wall-smeared results have to be trusted more than the local ones. The disagreement between the two determinations gives an estimate of the systematic error due to a bad determination of the plateaux, mainly affecting our previous results obtained from the local sources.
In order to quantify this disagreement we use two different estimators: the pull and the relative discrepancy. We will denote O L ± ∆O L and O S ± ∆O S the determination of the generic observable O using respectively local and smeared sources. The pull estimates the relative size of the systematic and statistical errors and is defined as:
A small value for the pull is desirable, indicating that the systematic errors are smaller than the statistical ones. However a small value for the pull can be obtained either with a small systematic error or with a large statistical one. Therefore it is not an absolute estimator of the goodness of a measurement. The relative discrepancy estimates the systematic error, relative to the average of the two determinations:
A small value for the relative discrepancy indicates that the systematic effects contribute to a small fraction of the determination of the observable O.
In what follows, we will consider separately the PCAC quark mass, the PS and V masses and their ratios, the PS and V decay constant. Again, we refer the reader to Appendix B for the definition of these observables. We will present the results for the wall-smearing sources, and we will discuss the differences with the local-source results using the pull and the relative discrepancy.
PCAC mass
In Fig. 7 results for the PCAC mass from the wall-smeared correlators on all β = 2.25 ensembles are presented. The inset illustrates a close up of the approach to the chiral limit, with a linear extrapolation to zero quark mass. Using this we find the critical bare quark mass to be am c = −1.2022 (14) , from a fit using the three lightest points on the 24 × 12 3 lattice, which compares very well to the result obtained from the local data [25] . In Fig. 8 we show the stability of this fit against varying the number of points used. We compare this to the result obtained from local correlators, noting the agreement. It is also clear that finite volume effects for this quantity are at most comparable with the statistical uncertainty.
In Fig. 9 we show the pull and the relative discrepancy as defined in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) between the local and wall-smeared determinations of the PCAC quark mass. We include all the masses at which the wall-smeared sources give an improvement of the plateaux in the effective masses over the local sources. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 9 , the pull is always smaller than 1 (or marginally larger than 1 for the smallest volume), indicating that the systematic error due to a short temporal direction is of the order of the statistical uncertainty. The right panel of Fig. 9 shows that the systematic error is of order of a few percents for the PCAC mass. 
Meson masses
Fig . 10 shows the results obtained for the pseudoscalar mass M P S as a function of the PCAC quark mass m, from the β = 2.25 data. Fig. 11 shows the ratio M V /M P S . We recall that the existence of a plateau at small masses of this ratio was one of the main ingredients for arguing in favour of an IR fixed point in [22] and [25] . We notice that the smeared results stabilize the plateaux at very small masses (especially by smoothing the behaviour of the largest volumes), while making more visible some finite-volume effects at intermediate masses. We will discuss the finite-volume effects in Sec. 5. We also report the pull and relative discrepancy as defined in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) between the local and wall-smeared determinations of the PS mass in Fig. 12 . Again, we include all the masses at which the wall-smeared sources give an improvement of the plateaux in the effective masses over the local sources. The local and smeared sources give quite different results at small masses. The relative discrepancy has a very regular behaviour: it is larger for lighter masses or smaller volumes. For bare masses below −1.15 one has to use lattices larger than the 24 × 12 3 in order to keep the relative discrepancy below the 10% level. Although the relative discrepancy can get fairly large at these masses, the pull is always below 3 which means that the two determinations are Ratio of M V to M P S for ensembles at β = 2.25, computed with wall-smeared sources, as a function of the PCAC mass. The plateau in this ratio at small masses has been interpreted in our previous works [22, 25] as a signal for IR-conformality. The smeared sources have amplified the finite volume effects at masses around am 0.3. This effect will be discussed in Sec. 5 compatible within the 3σ range. This effect is generated by an increase of the relative statistical error at light masses. 13 shows the pull and relative discrepancy between the local and wall-smeared determinations of the M V /M P S ratio. The situation is better here. The central values of the two determinations never differ by more than 5% (relative discrepancy), and they are generally compatible (except the smallest volume) within the 2σ range (pull). 
Decay constants
Among the observables considered in this study, the PS decay constant is the quantity most affected by systematic errors due to a short temporal dimension. The relative discrepancy between the local and smeared determinations (Fig. 14) 3 and 24 × 12 3 lattices are striking (and was absent in the local determination). This finite-volume effect will be discussed in Sec. 5. We also show for completeness the ratio F V /F P S in Fig. 16 . 
Comments on finite-volume effects
The wall-smeared results helped us to better understand how finite spatial volume affects the mesonic observables. In Fig. 17 we plot the PS and V masses, their ratio and PS decay constant on the 16 × 8 3 and 24 × 12 3 lattices for am 0 = −1.05 and β = 2.25, both from local and wall-smeared sources. For each observable, the gap between the two lattices becomes wider when wall-smeared sources are considered. Having only the data from local sources, one can be tempted to underestimate the finite-volume errors. This would be a mistake: the mild dependence on the volume of the local data is actually given by a cancellation of two larger effects: the finite volume and the bad determination of the plateaux in the effective masses. In order to clarify this point, it is useful to look directly at the effective PS mass (Fig. 18 ) and the effective PS decay constant (Fig. 19 ). We will comment on the effective PS mass, but all the observations will be equally valid for the effective PS decay constant.
The first observation is that the effective masses from local sources are always decreasing with the Euclidean time. Therefore, if the temporal size is not large enough to contain the plateau of the effective mass, the estimated mass will be larger than the real one. On the other hand the effective masses from wall-smeared sources for on this ensemble are increasing (although this is not true across all ensembles). Therefore, if the plateau is not reached, the estimated mass will be smaller than the real one.
Consider now the 24 × 12 3 effective masses in Fig. 18 . The local and wall-smeared sources give effective masses whose quality in terms of flatness is similar (compare with Fig. 6b) , and the plateau is not clearly visible in any of the effective masses. However since the gap between the local and wall-smeared effective masses closes down in the midpoint t = 12, one can argue that the plateau is effectively reached there. The situation is completely different for the 16 × 8 3 . The gap between the local and wall-smeared effective masses is always quite big. The wall-smeared source gives a much flatter effective mass than the local source (compare with Fig. 6a) . In order to obtain a more precise estimate for the pseudoscalar mass on the spatial volume 8 3 , we simulated on a 64 × 8 3 lattice. In this case the temporal extent is large enough to obtain very good plateaux for both the local and wall-smeared effective masses.
By comparing the effective masses on the 24 × 12 3 and 64 × 8 3 lattices it is clear that the finite volume has the effect of making the pseudoscalar meson lighter. What is happening then with the 16 × 8 3 lattice? The mass estimated with the local sources is affected by two relatively large effects: the finite volume, which decreases the mass and the bad determination of the plateaux, which increases the mass. Having opposite sign and accidentally the same magnitude, these two effects cancel each other. Therefore the finite volume effects are actually larger than what we estimated on the basis of the local sources, and they are better estimated using the wall-smeared source at light enough masses.
The conclusions above are valid also for the vector meson mass and for the ratio M V /M P S . In particular from Fig. 11 it is clear that on increasing the spatial volume, the ratio M V /M P S slightly increases, and this effect was completely hidden in the local-source determination.
Conclusions
In this article we have studied systematic effects on the PCAC mass, the mesonic masses and decay constants due to a short temporal size on the SU(2) gauge theory with two Dirac fermions in the adjoint representation. In order to isolate the ground state in correlators one should take the source and sink infinitely distant. In practice one defines effective quantities (masses and decay constants) which depend on the time separation between source and sink, and which show a plateau at large distances. The value of the plateau gives an estimate for the corresponding mass or decay constant. At fixed temporal extent one can increase the relative amplitude of the ground state in correlators, using smeared sources and/or sinks. This translates into flatter and longer plateaux in the effective quantities.
We have extended the Chroma suite of software in order to operate with fermions in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, and we have used the Chroma built-in routines for measuring mesonic correlators with both Gaussian and wall-smeared sources. We observe that at our lightest masses the wall-smearing gives always the best overlap with the ground state. At heavy masses the mesonic wave functions are more localized and the local sources give a better overlap with the ground state. There is an intermediate regime of masses in which the local and wall-smearing sources yield plateaux of similar quality. In this case a Gaussian smearing with properly chosen width might be desirable. If one wants a procedure that enhance the overlap with the ground state at any mass, one should use a variational method with a large set of smeared sources. However, since the interesting physical region is close to the chiral limit, we chose simplicity against generality and we focused our detailed analysis on the wall-smearing only.
The enhancement of the plateaux with smeared sources does not come for free. Ob-servables obtained with smeared sources have longer autocorrelation times. For a fixed set of configurations, a better control on the systematic error with respect to local sources is generally obtained at the cost of a larger statistical uncertainty. Among the observables that we have considered, the PCAC mass is the least affected by the systematics, while the decay constants are the most affected. In the region aM P S < 0.5, the 16 × 8 3 lattice yields relative systematic errors for the PS mass larger than 10%. At least the 24 × 12 3 lattice is needed in order to stay below 10%. We also investigated how the finite temporal extent can conspire to partially mask effects due to finite spatial volume, and discovered that finite-volume effects were underestimated in our analysis with local sources. The relative difference between the determinations of the PS mass on the 16 × 8 3 and 24 × 12 3 lattices is of order 5% at aM P S 1 and it goes up to 14% at about aM P S 0.3. Again, in the interesting region of masses, the 16 × 8 3 lattice appears to be way too far from the infinite volume limit. A detailed study of finite-volume effects is extremely important in order to address issues like IR-conformality, and represents one of our major research lines.
Finally we notice that our conclusions regarding the near-conformal dynamics of this theory are robust, since the main qualitative features already presented in Refs. [22, 25] are confirmed by the present analysis.
Appendices A Correlators and smearings

A.1 Local correlators
In order to measure mesonic observables we measure zero-momentum correlators of the form
where O SRCE,SIN K Γ are interpolating quark bilinear operators with the correct symmetries under spin and parity. We require the isospin non-singlet correlators and so, for example, we could construct a local correlator with the most immediate choice
where the labels i on the quark fields ψ i denotes the fermion flavour. Here Γ is a matrix in the Dirac algebra, which determines the symmetries of the operator. This choice reproduces the correlators considered in [25] :
where here the superscript on f ΓΓ indicates the local choice. This correlator is measured by computing the quark propagator S( x, t; x , t ), in terms of which
The propagator is computed by solving the equation
where the boldface variables denote the full space-time coordinate, I denotes the identity matrix in spin and colour space, and D(x; y) is the Dirac matrix.
A.2 Extended quark fields
In order to obtain an optimum signal for the masses we aim to extract from these correlators, we should construct interpolating operators with a maximised overlap with the desired ground state. The local operators (A.2) are not expected to satisfy this requirement well, as the mesons typically have an extension of many times the lattice spacing in a typical simulation. We can improve the situation by considering an operator which is extended spatially over the lattice:
Usually shell-model wave functions are used [33] , meaning the positions of the quark and antiquark are decoupled:
The choice φ( x, y) = δ x, y reproduces the point-point case (A.2).
In general, such wave functions are not gauge invariant, and as such any expectation value over an ensemble of gauge configurations, in which they are used, must vanish, according to Elitzur's theorem [34] . To avoid this we can fix the gauge on each configuration, being careful to check for errors introduced by the issue of Gribov copies.
Using φ SRCE/SIN K to define O SRCE/SIN K we see that our correlation function can be computed as
where S( x, t; x , t ) is defined as
It can be easily seen that if we solve for S , the system
we can compute S as
In fact it is the choice of a shell-model type wave-function (A.7) that allows us to calculate the correlation function using only one inversion of the Dirac matrix (per colour and spin index).
A.3 Smearing examples
A simple guess for an effective form of φ( x) is in the form of a gaussian
where R > 0 is some effective radius chosen to represent the wave function of the meson of interest. The choice 1 R → 0 results in φ( x, y) having equal weight over the whole lattice, and is termed a wall smearing.
On a lattice we can approximate the gaussian as the limit of the iterative form
where is the lattice version of the Laplacian
(A.14) (A.13) then approximates (A.12) in the limit N → ∞, with the radius R being determined by w. Replacing with its covariant form
results in a gauge invariant operator, negating the requirement for gauge fixing. This choice of φ is called gauge-invariant gaussian smearing.
We have utilised both a wall-smearing (denoted W ) and a gauge-invariant gaussian smearing (denoted G) in our study.
A.4 Gauge fixing
When constructing a correlator involving the gauge-dependent wall-smeared quark bilinear, we must fix the gauge on each configuration with which we wish to work. We fix to Coulomb gauge by generating a gauge-fixed gauge configuration from the original by maximising the quantity
B Meson correlator phenomenology B.1 Meson masses
We extract the meson masses from our theory by analysing correlators of the form (A.1) in the case where we consider source and sink operators with equal symmetries, i.e. Γ = Γ , and so we shall write f ΓΓ = f Γ . We can write f Γ explicitly as an expectation value on the vacuum state |0 :
Labelling the energy eigenstates of the theory as |n, p , we can write a complete set of states as
We can insert this in f Γ producing
Translating O SIN K (x) to the origin produces e iP·x O SIN K (0)e −iP·x where the four-momentum operator P = {H, P} giving
where p = {E n ( p), p}. As a result, the sum over the spatial position x collapses the sum onto zero-momentum
where we denote |n, 0 as |n and E n ( 0) as E n . The overlaps 0|O(0)|n will vanish for all states except those with the same symmetries as O Γ and we can see that at large Euclidean time τ = it the correlator is dominated by the lowest in energy of such states which we denote |Γ with energy E Γ which as we are at zero momentum equals the mass of the state E Γ = m Γ :
On a lattice with finite temporal extent 0 < τ < L t , this asymptotic behaviour is modified by the appearance of an extra term corresponding to a quark propagating backward from source to sink through the anti-periodic boundary:
In this way we can extract the meson masses from the exponential behaviour of the f Γ at large Euclidean time.
As in [25] , we use the Prony method [35] to solve this system, to produce an "effective mass" m Γ (τ ) which as a function of the lattice temporal coordinate is expected to approach the desired mass in the limit of large times m Γ (t) τ →∞ −→ m Γ . The meson mass is extracted by choosing a region around the centre of the temporal axis and fitting the effective mass to a constant in this region.
In our study we have considered the case Γ = γ 5 , defining the pseudoscalar channel, with mass m PS and the degerate cases Γ = γ i i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, defining the vector channel with mass m V . In practice the correlators f γ i are averaged to produce a single correlator for the vector channel. We call the resulting vector correlator f VV and the pseudoscalar correlator f PP .
The masses can be extracted identically from these correlators regardless of the smearing used. In practice it is found that correlators with a smeared source are preferred to local correlators for this purpose, in that they produce an improved signal to noise ratio for the masses. Correlators with smearing at both the source and sink are found to be disfavoured because of enhanced fluctuations.
B.2 Amplitudes
If local quark fields are used, O
In the case of both the pseudoscalar and vector channels, we are interested in the quantity | 0|O
where i is a polarisation tensor. We call G PS the psuedoscalar vacuum to meson amplitude (or, more commonly, simply the psuedoscalar amplitude), and F V is the vector decay constant. We can easily construct effective observables for these quantities from the local correlators f
.
If we wish to use smeared operators to extract these quantities, the amplitudes in (B.6) are, in general, no longer related to the quantities of interest (B.8). However, if our correlator involves only a smearing at the source, with a local sink, we see that the sink amplitude in (B.6) is still of the correct form (B.8). We need cancel the other undesired amplitude, introduced by the smearing. We can do this by combining our localsmeared correlator (f LS Γ ) with a smeared-smeared correlator (f SS Γ ). Effective observables equivalent to (B.8) can be defined from smeared correlators as
B.3 Quark Mass
As our simulation is based on the Wilson quark formulation, the physical quark mass in our simulation m is related to the bare quark mass which is an input to the simulation m 0 by an additive renormalisation, which being a non-perturbative quantity can not be calculated a priori. As such we must have a method of determining the physical quark mass in the simulation in order to determine our proximity to the chiral point m = 0 and to observe the scaling of mesonic observables with m.
The most straight-forward such method is via the partially conserved axial current mass or PCAC mass. We define the continuum non-singlet axial and pseudoscalar currents as
We see that these are continuum versions of our O L γµγ 5 and O L γ 5
. From the Ward identity for the axial transformation ψ → e iαγ 5 ψ we obtain for the divergence of the axial current
where m is the physical quark mass, as above. From this we obtain
where O γ 5 is any bilinear quark operator with the symmetries of a pseudoscalar current. Taking a lattice version of this, and choosing for O γ 5 any of the local or smeared lattice pseudoscalar currents we have previously constructed, we see we can define an effective PCAC quark mass via
(B.14)
where we define f AP to be f γ 0 γ 5 ,γ 5 . The prefactor of
arises by a choice of the lattice finite difference operator which more accurately represents the continuum derivative on f AP . The correlators f LS are constructed with a local sink, and a source which can be local, or involve any smearing.
B.4 Pseudoscalar decay constant
Similarly to (B.6) the correlator f AP has an asymptotic behaviour:
In contrast to (B.7) however, the contribution to f AP from propagation around the lattice comes with the opposite sign, so on a lattice with finite temporal extent,
Now we define the pseudoscalar decay constant F PS as
Combining this with the Ward identity for f AP we can define an effective observable for
(B.18)
The superscript S here indicates that this is valid for observables obtained from any smeared correlator, provided the corresponding definition of G PS is used, from (B.9) or (B.10). lattice at β = 2.1. 
C Results tables
lattice −am 0 am 2 P S /m m V /F P S m V /m P S a 3 (m P S F P S ) 2 /m F V /F P S S0 -0.lattice −am 0 am 2 P S /m m V /F P S m V /m P S a 3 (m P S F P S ) 2 /m F V /F P S C0 1.lattice −am 0 am 2 P S /m m V /F P S m V /m P S a 3 (m P S F P S ) 2 /m F V /F P S D0 1.lattice −am 0 am 2 P S /m m V /F P S m V /m P S a 3 (m P S F P S ) 2 /m F V /F P
